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Technical Note 
 
Project: Land to the south of D'Urton Lane, Preston, PR3 5LD 
Application Number: 6/2021/0431  
Date: 22nd November 2021 

 
1.1.1 This technical note provides additional information on the Car Park Management Plan (CPMP) 

as requested by Lancashire County Council (LCC) relating to a proposed place or worship on 
Land to the south of D'Urton Lane, Preston, PR3 5LD.   

LCC: The first stage of your process for this proposal is to have a named working group; this 
should include senior management/developer, someone that understand building facilities 
and someone to represent the staff/users/attendees. The group should all clearly understand 
the reasons for a CPMP. The reason for this is to highlight the importance of your plan and that 
the team is taking this matter seriously to ensure that all concerns that the community may 
have on parking will not be an issue, when the place of worship is in use. 

1.1.2 This is agreed.  The proposed working group will include the Imam, TPC, developer’s 
representative, Travel Plan Coordinator and selected community representative.   

LCC: Does not consider future demand over time.  

1.1.3 The number of car parking spaces and ground floor prayer mats are fixed at 150 spaces and 
248 prayer mats respectively.  This represents the maximum capacity for each prayer session, 
therefore, the worstcase scenario has been assessed.  

LCC: Secondary use of or other activities that will take place. 

1.1.4 The mosque is a place to gather for prayers, to study and to celebrate festivals such as 
Ramadan but not for madrasa use.  

1.1.5 Men are obliged to go to Friday midday prayers (Jummah) except if they are ill or too old to 
attend. Women do not have to go to Friday prayers at the mosque and instead may choose to 
pray at home.  Friday, therefore, is the busiest day of the week whilst there would be 
significantly less attendance on the other days.  This is similar for example to a catholic church 
where the main prayer day is Sunday which would have a greater attendance figure than the 
other days of the week. 

LCC: How and when will deliveries and servicing take place. 

1.1.6 It is expected that refuse collection and deliveries will be once a week.  These will be schedules 
outside of the Friday peak prayer periods. 

LCC: Will the car park ever be shared with external users. 

1.1.7 Not currently proposed. 
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LCC: How will the car park operate, be secured, type of access control  i.e. barriers/bollards 
(part satisfied with the use of ANPR is this linked to access control barrier?)- how and where 
located to ensure all vehicles will be picked up, how will they operate and when.  

1.1.8 There will be gates which will be located at the top of the ramp which will be manually 
operated.  The ANPR will be linked to the booking system and monitoring.  

LCC: Indicate how modal usage and origins of attendees will be monitored  (can only be done 
when in use but needs to be within the CPMS) whilst ANPR is a good source of info, does not 
provide the full picture. At this stage I am aware that some work on this has been done and 
needs to be included. Travel Plan and Marshall survey. 

1.1.9 Agreed to carry out travel surveys every 3 months with car parking demand to be provided via 
the booking system and ANPR data can be provide to the Council at anytime upon request as 
these are instant but will be summarised as part of the travel survey monitoring reports.   

LCC: Illumination of the car park; how, type and where. I note others have asked this question. 
Lighting to be provided to take into account the surrounding area. 

1.1.10 Details to be provided as part of reserved matters application. 

LCC: Needs based parking permit systems assign guaranteed parking spaces to those with 
mobility difficulties and those who car share.  

1.1.11 All vehicles will be required to reserve a car parking space for the Friday online via the booking 
system on a first come first serve basis apart from 10 spaces which will be reserved for VIP 
and staff where vehicles will already be registered. This means 77 carshare spaces and 47 
standards (12 disabled) spaces will be available for reservation. Bookings will be open from 
Thursday 7pm until all allotted spaces for the 2 prayer sessions have fulfilled.  No cars will be 
allowed to enter the car park without a reservation. 

LCC: Car share only bays encourage staff to car share by guaranteeing a parking space and 
raising the profile of car sharing. Marked out spaces. 

1.1.12 Agreed.  4 of the VIP spaces will be marked out as car share. 

LCC: The remaining spaces are then allocated on a needs basis, often taking into account 
distance from origin (home/work etc), the availability of alternative travel options and caring 
responsibilities.  

1.1.13 As part of the travel plan and survey monitoring reports, a system will be developed to allocate 
on need.  However, all vehicles will be required to reserve a car parking space for the Friday 
online via the booking system on a first come first serve basis apart. 

LCC: Set car use by example (be sustainable), reduce the pressure on that provided.  

1.1.14 Agreed.  Leaders and staff will strive to set an example on car share and sustainable travel 
modes. 
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LCC: The fourth stage is to undertake some consultation with potential users/staff/attendees 
(i.e. to benchmark the effectiveness of the above) and provide an opportunity for them to have 
their say on the draft strategy for reasonableness, supporting a clear audit trail. This is to 
ensure that the needs of the place of worship are best satisfied when delivered, having regard 
to your audience and their concerns are taken into consideration and can also identify how 
others can help during the implementation period. 

1.1.15 Consultation with members and visitors of Masjid-e-Salaam Preston will be conducted to 
provide their views of the CPMP for the D’Urton Lane site. 

LCC: TRO's on Durton Lane (old) to prevent parking and allow the existing necessary turning 
head be used without restriction (which is also the location of your access location). These are 
required from an operational and safety perspective- this to be controlled by a Grampian 
planning condition. I have attached the highway boundary which highlights the turning head 
(that needs continual access i.e. cannot be barriered off). 

1.1.16 Figure 1 provides an extract of the proposed access and highway improvements.  The 
improvement scheme has been agreed with both the highway authority and Friends of the 
Guild Wheel. 

Figure 1: Proposed Access Arrangement 

    

1.1.17 To further enhance the route, cycle lanes are proposed along D’Urton Lane in addition to 
provision of double yellow lines on both sides of the road to the D’Urton Lane / James Towers 
Way link to the east of the site. 
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LCC: Provision of other TRO's to prevent parking on the highway to negate my safety concern 
for other motorised users, pedestrians and cyclists. I would be happy that these to be split into 
2 categories being 

 Initial to support safety of local area including those under a Grampian condition, 
delivery is dependent on those provided by LCC under a do nothing scenario and 
addition ones to negate against on street parking near the site, funded by this 
proposal. 

 Those necessary as a consequence of use which will only known post operation (S106 
funding of £25,000, funding to be retained and used as necessary by LCC with the full 
support of this proposal/applicant for 5 years post opening/1st service. Unused funds 
to be returned. 

1.1.18 The applicant is already providing improvements to D’Urton Lane which includes the double 
yellow lines as shown in Figure 1, therefore, are we able to agree a reduced budget of 
£10,000? 

LCC: Strategy for signing of the car park and their locations i.e. VMS, fixed wording on signs 
(with/without illumination). All signing to be located within curtilage of the site unless 
agreement is made with LCC separately to this application. 

1.1.19 Agreed all signing will be within the site.  

Whilst you have indicated that external Marshals will be used, certainty is necessary that they 
will be qualified. Evidence is required on their purpose and operation for example where 
necessary only direct traffic associated with the development, not impeding on network 
reliability or safety for any user. Further evidence and detail is required on this matter. 

1.1.20 All marshals will attend a car parking training course and certification provided. 
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LCC: I note there are differences on plans for the avoidance of doubt  

Cycle/foot provision as  highlighted in fig 1.2 is incorrect. 

Tightening of radia in fig 1.3 is not supported as is required for the turning head. You may wish 
to undertake a u-turn for a large vehicle to see if the radia can be tightened. No 
bollards/barriers to be located in the public highway. Forward visibility is required around the 
turning head (further detail is required) and is maintained at all times. Note this is not the 
same as junction visibility. 

1.1.21 The site layout has been amended to include the 8m radii and footways as per the access 
drawing (see Figure 2 below).  Detailed drawings will be provided for the access and works to 
be done under a S278 agreement.  It should be noted that the access bellmouth will be 
adjusted to align with the proposed ramp. 

Figure 2: Amended Site Layout 
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LCC: Private footpath onto the A6 requires private drainage at the end as it links to the public 
highway to ensure that private water does not impede safety for other users on the public 
highway. 

At all points of intersection with public highway demarcation is required. 

You might want to include consideration of grit bins to support the needs of users. 

1.1.22 Detailed drawings will be provided for the access and works as part of reserved matters.  


